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Taxonomy of the Law, (Over-)simplified

• Criminal law
• Civil law

– Contract
– Tort

• Intentional
• Unintentional

– Negligence

» Med mal
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Why Claims are Inevitable

• Litigation: the national pastime
• 70% of the world’s lawyers serve 5% of its population
• Contingent fees
• Lawyer ads
• The decline of personal responsibility
• Projected average annual year-over-year growth rate of 

telemedicine market over the next 5 y: 18.6%. 
– BCC Research, Global Markets for Telemedicine 

Technologies 
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Med Mal 101: The Elements of the Cause of 
Action

• Duty: The doctor-patient relationship
– Volunteering: Tweets, chat rooms, etc.

• Good Samaritan legislation?

• Breach: The standard of care
– Tort law v. medical progress

• Expert witnesses: who qualifies?

• Causation: The “so what?” question
• Damages

– Medical expenses
– Lost wages
– Pain and suffering
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Telemedicine’s Unique (or, at Least, 
Characteristic) Risks

• Jurisdiction
– Statute (example): N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 90-21.12A: “A 

patient may bring a medical malpractice claim in the 
courts of this State against a nonresident physician who 
practices medicine or surgery by use of any electronic or 
other media in this State.”

• Venue
– Contract?

• Choice of law: why it matters (examples)
– Standard of care: local v. state v. national
– Statute of limitations
– Tort reform

• Caps
– Contract provisions?
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Telemedicine’s Unique Risks, 2

• The bedside manner
• Physical exam

– “Prescribing medications based solely on an electronic 
medical questionnaire constitutes the failure to practice 
medicine with that level of care, skill, and treatment 
which is recognized by reasonably prudent physicians 
as being acceptable under similar conditions and 
circumstances...” FLA. ADMIN. CODE § 64B8-9.014(1). 

• Verifying identity of patient and provider 
• Privacy (see below)

– Encryption?
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Telemedicine’s Unique Risks, 3

• Vicarious liability
– Agency

• Distant-site physician
• Teleradiology and ostensible agency

• Equipment or power failure, inadequate resolution of 
monitoring equipment: product liability?
– Chabra v Southern Monterey County Memorial Hospital, 

Inc., WL 564566 (N.D. Cal. 1994) (teleradiologist 
alleged that a competitor’s “excessive” use of 
teleradiology to transmit ”non-emergency films” caused 
“poorer film quality and poorer correlation between 
radiological studies and pathological results…”
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Telemedicine’s Unique Risks, 4

• Proof sources
– Encounter itself
– Peer review information

• Few reported cases
• Insurance

– Silence
– Exclusions
– Endorsements
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Privacy

• HIPAA and HITECH
– No private right of action, but worrisome anyway
– As of 3/19/12, 4 major settlements in previous 15 

months; 3 > $1M
• Hospitals, pharmacies, and a health plan

– Need administrative, technical and physical safeguards 
for ePHI

• Do not forget state laws: May be more stringent than 
HIPAA; the more stringent law controls 
– May also permit private claims

• COPPA and pediatrics: Require parental participation 
in dealing with kids
– Cf. state laws on access to reproductive or substance 

abuse services
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Internet Ads Soliciting Telemedical Malpractice 
Business for Plaintiffs’ Lawyers
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As if We Had Too Little Litigation: Plaintiffs’
Counsels’ Ads

• Some patients might be “victim[s] of ... telemedicine 
mistake[s]”

• ”Such patients should “understand [their] rights.”
• “Patients may be less secure in their diagnoses or 

follow-up treatment.  They may be concerned that a 
doctor will make a mistake that could have been 
avoided if the doctor and patient had met in person.”

• Available free: Why Did This Critical Medical Error 
Happen to Me?
– http://www.doverlawfirm.com/library/atlanta-medical-

malpractice-attorney-looks-at-georgia-telemedicine.cfm
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Plaintiffs’ Counsels’ Ads

• No showing:
– Any practitioner actually breached the standard of 

care, or even made a “telemedicine mistake”
– Any patient failed to “understand his rights,” or 

came to harm as a result
– Any such harm “could have been avoided if the 

doctor and patient had met in person” or 
– Any court has actually entered judgment against a 

telemedicine clinician
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Institute for Legal Reform, “The Plaintiffs’ Bar Goes 
Digital:  An Analysis of the Digital Marketing Efforts of 
Plaintiffs’ Attorneys and Litigation Firms”

• Marketing efforts disguised as non-legal websites
• Attempts to incorporate content from law firm-

sponsored sites into Wikipedia entries
• Concealed site ownership

– No disclosure
– Disclosure only by clicking on multiple pages
– Tiny font
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“The Plaintiffs’ Bar Goes Digital,” 2

• Network of sites “positioned as patient support groups, 
medical resources, official-looking government sites 
and e-advocacy organizations,” employing “.org” and 
“.us” as domain names

• Names incorporating medical terminology
• Providing info purporting to describe Rx options
• Collecting visitors’ individual’s contact information

– http://www.instituteforlegalreform.com/doc/the-
plaintiffs-bar-goes-digital-0
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Prophylaxis

• Know the relevant literature
• Know applicable law in relevant jurisdictions
• Know law of adverse event reporting
• Secure carrier’s written assurances of coverage

– Heed insurer’s admonitions, restrictions
• Need coverage from a 2d carrier?
• Limit or (better) avoid advertising; don’t over-promise
• Avoid chat rooms and the like
• Blogs, etc.: general discussions only
• Apps: disclaimer re: validation
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Prophylaxis, 2

• Don’t be the first adopter; don’t be the last
– Eventually, standard of care may require telemedicine: 

telestroke?
• Washington v Washington Hospital Center, 579 A. 2d 177 

(D.C. Ct. App. 1990)(use of a CO2 monitor, a relatively 
new innovation in 1986, allegedly would have helped 
identify a misplaced endotracheal tube and avoided 
patient’s subsequent brain-damage. Within 1 y post-
accident, monitors had become standard).

• Educate patients about when distance care is and is 
not appropriate
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Prophylaxis, 3

• Limit services to patients seen in-person x ≥ 1
– Cf., law of Internet pharmacies

• Hageseth v. Superior Court, 150 Cal.App.4th 1399, 1417 
(2007)(Cal. had criminal jurisdiction of Colorado MD not 
licensed in Cal. writing fluoxetine Rx for Californian) 

• Provide services only where licensed
– Risks: voiding coverage; discipline from BOM

• Practice Guidelines: a two-edged sword
– Society of American GI and Endoscopic Surgeons’

Guidelines for the Surgical Practice of Telemedicine
– American Academy of Dermatology Position Statement 

on Telemedicine, etc.
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Prophylaxis, 4

• Train staffers in the basics
• Allow adequate time for each encounter
• Avoid dx where PE is key
• Low threshold for requiring in-person evaluation
• Advice from MD only, or, where appropriate, NP, PA
• Document patient understanding
• Develop written instructions for common problems

– Avoid abbreviations

• Make provisions for follow-up and continuing care
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Informed Consent

• Know legal requirements in relevant jurisdictions
• Know whatever rules, or even recommendations, 

carrier might have
• Understand that form is mere evidence
• Don’t simply re-purpose a form developed for in-

person care 
• Verify identity of signer
• Don’t overstate benefits or understate risks
• Point out limitations inhering in the technology

– Distortion of images with compression?
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Informed Consent, 2

• To list of risks, add: the unknown
– Point out that technique is relatively new

• Warn against use in emergencies
• Include assertion: all blanks filled in at time of signing
• Include assertion patient could ask questions, and he’s 

satisfied with the answers
• Consider video as part of process
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Model Privacy Notice for Consumers for PHRs
http://healthit.hhs.gov/portal/server.pt?open=512&mode=
2&objID=3770

•
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Questions or Comments?
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